Tankless By CERA is not just any other product. It’s a forerunner to the future of bathroom spaces. Tankless is a wall hung EWC, containing only the toilet bowl, with no cistern. The water comes directly from the supply line, and each flush has enough pressure to clean the bowl in one go. A bathroom without a cistern means more space while the efficient flushing system saves water. The Vibe Sense sensor based flushing technology completes the futuristic feel to your toilet and makes your bathroom experiences sleek, spacious, and simple.
WHY GO TANKLESS?

- No tank. More space.
- Direct water from the supply line.
- No waiting time between flushes.
- Touchless, hygienic experience.
- Uber-cool designs.
AVAILABLE IN 2 STUNNING LOOKS

**CRIOS SQUARE TANKLESS**
WALL HUNG WITH SENSOR FLUSH
S1045101SN
590X360X385

**CRIOS ROUND TANKLESS**
WALL HUNG WITH SENSOR FLUSH
S1045102SN
580X360X380

- Hygienic & anti-bacterial ceramic surface
- UF soft closing seat cover for superior durability
- Silent operation
- Scratch resistant
- No cistern is required
- Tankless EWC